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Malwarebytes and  
Splunk Phantom
Endpoint security integrated for enterprise resilience

Integration benefits

Simplify complex response policies
Splunk Phantom integrates with Malwarebytes 
endpoint intelligence and orchestrates 
responses and processes through playbooks. 
These customizable playbooks can execute 
automated responses across your IT 
infrastructure.

Automate endpoint security actions
Reduce manual tasks and save valuable IT 
staff resources by automating Malwarebytes 
protection and responses with Splunk Phantom 
“actions” that orchestrates Malwarebytes’ API.

Comprehensive threat intelligence
Add endpoint intelligence to Phantom  
and programmatically or manually query 
comprehensive threat intelligence for better 
decision making. 

Malwarebytes’ Endpoint Protection and Incident Response cloud integration with Splunk Phantom 
automates and orchestrates cyberthreat protection and responses across the enterprise. With this 
bidirectional integration, security teams can prevent, detect, and remediate infected endpoints faster 
without impacting end-user productivity.

Adaptive cyber protection
Layered protection, including machine learning and 
behavior analytics, anti-exploit, and ransomware 
mitigation that adapts to the type of attacks.

Active threat response
Automatically quarantine and remediate malware 
and other threats centrally with proprietary Linking 
Engine technology that removes all threat 
artifacts completely.

Orchestrated endpoint control
Cloud extensibility and API-delivered integration 
provide threat response automation through your 
existing SIEM and ITSM tools.

Malwarebytes provides the leading 
endpoint security solution that delivers 
enterprise resilience to ensure workforce 
productivity.  



Malwarebytes is a cybersecurity company that millions worldwide trust. Malwarebytes proactively protects people and businesses against malicious 
threats, including ransomware, that traditional antivirus solutions miss. The company’s flagship product uses signature-less technologies to detect and 
stop a cyberattack before damage occurs. Learn more at www.malwarebytes.com.
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Integration use cases (Bidirectional integration)
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